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Your Heart is a
Muscle the Size
of Your Fist
by Sunil Yapa
Yapa’s dazzling debut
novel is set during the
1999 WTO protests in
Seattle. Over the course
of one life-altering after-
noon, the fates of seven
people will change forever: foremost among them
police Chief Bishop and his estranged son Victor.
When Chief Bishop reluctantly unleashes tear gas on
the unsuspecting crowd, it seems his hopes for recon-
ciliation with his son, as well as the future of his city,
are in serious peril. Lee Boudreaux $26.

The Love That Split the World
by Emily Henry
Natalie’s last summer in her small Kentucky home-
town is off to a magical start until she starts seeing
the wrong things. They’re just momentary glimpses
at first: her front door is red instead of its usual
green, there’s a pre-school where the
garden store should be. But then her
whole town disappears for hours, and
that’s when she gets a visit from a
kind but mysterious apparition who
tells her: “You have three months to
save him.” The next night, under the
stadium lights of the high school foot-
ball field, she meets a beautiful boy
named Beau. Razorbill $17.99.

What Belongs 
to You
by Garth Greenwell
On an unseasonably
warm autumn day, an
American teacher walks
down a stairwell beneath
Sofia’s National Palace
of Culture, looking for
sex. Among the stalls of a

public bathroom he encounters Mitko, a charismatic
young hustler. He returns to Mitko again and again
over the next few months, and their trysts grow
increasingly intimate and unnerving as the enigma of
this young man becomes inseparable from that of his
homeland, a country with a difficult past and an
uncertain future. Farrar, Straus, Giroux $23.

Mysteries of the Heart
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The news lately has been full of anger and
violence and fear, of catastrophe and
tragedy. And increasingly it seems we are
being pulled to opposing sides—sides
who often aren’t listening to each other. 

But humans are at their best when we
cooperate with empathy and compas-

sion—when we take the time to connect and understand our fellow
travelers. And this belief is what drives us to do the work we do.
Author Ian McEwan said that “imagining what it is like to be some-
one else is at the core of our humanity. It is the essence of compas-
sion, and it is the beginning of morality.” It sounds beautiful, and
recent scientific studies are backing him up. Reading literature actu-
ally makes people more compassionate. Reading creates connec-
tions, reveals the inner workings of our hearts, brings us together in
pairs, in groups, in community. It makes us better people.

So, this issue is of The Octavian committed to holding up that light in
the dark; the books we’re featuring in these pages celebrate joy, love,
wonder, and the capacity of the human spirit. It is fitting that
Valentine’s Day falls in the depths of winter. It is in this season that
we are our most introspective, and a day to celebrate the complexi-
ties of love couldn’t come at a better time. So you will find stories
about love, stories that honor the human spirit, and stories about
people searching for meaning in a broken world. You will also find
books that celebrate the wonders of our world, exploring the inner
workings of the human psyche, offering ideas for meals to share with
others, and diving into our rich and complex histories.

As we move through the early part of this new year, heading toward
the promise of spring, we look forward to seeing you at Octavia
Books. Stop in, browse around, sit and read a while. Say hello and
build community. We’ve got so much to share with you, and we can’t
wait to hear what you’re excited about too. Come be a part of the
light.

Dear Booklover,

From Veronica Brooks-Sigler:
Gretel and the Dark 
by Eliza Granville
As one can imagine I read a great deal, so when
I encounter the same subjects time and again, I
like to see a fresh take on them. Gretel and the
Dark is a cross between All the Light We Cannot
See and Pan’s Labyrinth. The author weaves our
collective fairy tales and fables (the scary ver-
sions) into life, and the reader cannot quite tell

what is real in this yarn leading through World War II. Eliza Granville
deals with how the mind copes and fails to cope with great trauma—
how amazing the mind can be. Riverhead $16.

May We Recommend …
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LOCAL FLAVORS
Vegan Dawlin’: (Almost) Fat-Free
New Orleans Food from the Heart
by Barbara Ganucheau
The author and lead singer of The Cold says: “There I was, zig-zagging
along my path, when life jolted me awake when my skinny and athletic
husband of 32 years, Ray, had a heart attack. He was told he has a rare
heart disease and basically can’t eat any fat—not even avocados. So we
went into survival mode about three years ago, dropped all meat and
became basically fat-free vegan. The recipes in this book came pouring
from my heart to fill his—as simple as that.” High ISO Music $39.

The Red Storm by Grant Bywaters
Newly-minted private investigator William Fletcher is not the only man
out of work, but his past as a former heavyweight contender with a few
shady connections, not to mention the color of his skin, isn’t helping lure
clients to his door. With no alternative, he takes a case from an old crim-
inal acquaintance, who assures him that the job is simple—locate his
missing daughter. But when Fletcher starts knocking on doors, he sets off
a catastrophic chain of events that turn the city into a bloody battle-
ground between two rival syndicates. Minotaur $25.99.

Freedom in Congo Square (Ages 4-8)
by Carol Boston Weatherford
As slaves relentlessly toiled in an unjust system in 19th century
Louisiana, they all counted down the days until Sunday, when at least
for half a day they were briefly able to congregate in Congo Square in
New Orleans. This story chronicles slaves’ duties each day, from chop-
ping logs on Mondays to baking bread on Wednesdays to plucking hens
on Saturday, and builds to the freedom of Sundays and the special expe-
rience of an afternoon spent in Congo Square. Little Bee $17.99.

Independence Lost by Kathleen DuVal
While we may be familiar with how the American Revolution played in the
13 colonies, the situation along the Gulf of Mexico was more fraught. This
new perspective shows how people living outside the colonies were critical
to the outcome. DuVal introduces us to such characters as New Orleans
merchant Oliver Pollock and wife Margaret O’Brien Pollock, who staked
their wealth to garner Spanish support for the Revolution, and the Cajun
refugee Armand Broussard, who spent a lifetime in conflict with the
British. Their lives illuminate the events that took place along the Gulf to
change the course of history. Random House $28.

The Best of Peter Finney by Peter Finney
Five times each week over the past several decades, sports fans in New
Orleans began their mornings by reading local sportswriter Peter
Finney. Finney’s newspaper columns connected New Orleans readers to
the world of sports for nearly 70 years. From a career total of 15,000
articles, The Best of Peter Finney, Legendary New Orleans Sports Writer
offers a prime selection of the very best of Finney’s writing as well as an
introduction from Peter Finney, Jr. LSU $29.95.

111 Places in New Orleans That 
You Must Not Miss
by Michael Murphy and Sally Asher
Go off the beaten path to discover the hidden places, stories, and neigh-
borhoods that reveal New Orleans’ true character, history, and flavor.
This insider’s guide to New Orleans is shaped by portraits of the less
obvious, hidden treasures rarely seen by the 10 million tourists who visit
“The Big Easy” each year. Emons $19.90.



Sweetgirl
by Travis Mulhauser
As a blizzard bears down, Percy James sets off to find her
troubled mother, Carletta, heading for her mother’s meth
dealer’s cabin deep in the woods of Northern Michigan. But
when Percy arrives, she finds a crying baby girl left alone in
a freezing room. From the moment the baby wraps a tiny
hand around her finger, Percy knows she must save her. Her
split-second decision is the beginning of a dangerous odyssey
in which she must battle the elements and evade a small
band of desperate criminals, hell-bent on getting that baby
back. Ecco $26.99.

The Muralist
by B.A. Shapiro
When painter Alizee Benoit vanishes in 1940, no one knows
what happened to her. Not her Jewish family living in
German-occupied France. Not her arts patron and political
compatriot, Eleanor Roosevelt. Not fellow painters Mark
Rothko, Jackson Pollock, and Lee Krasner. And, seventy
years later, not her great-niece Danielle Abrams, who
uncovers enigmatic paintings hidden behind works by those
now famous artists. Do they hold answers to the questions
surrounding her missing aunt? Algonquin $26.95.

Not All Bastards are From Vienna
by Andrea Molesini
In the autumn of 1917, a small community north of Venice
is invaded by Austrian soldiers as the Italian army is pushed
to the Piave river. The Spada family owns the largest estate
in the area, where orphaned seventeen-year-old Paolo lives
with his eccentric grandparents, headstrong aunt, and a loyal
staff. When Paolo is recruited to help with a covert opera-
tion, his life is put in jeopardy. As he bears witness to vio-
lence and hostility, he grows to understand the value of
courage, dignity, family bonds, and patriotism during
wartime. Grove $26.

Wreck and Order
by Hannah Tennant-Moore
Decisively aimless, self-destructive, and impulsively in and
out of love, Elsie is a young woman who feels stuck. When
her initial attempts to improve her life go awry, Elsie uses an
inheritance to support her as she travels to Paris and Sri
Lanka, hoping to accumulate experiences, create connec-
tions, and discover a new way to live. Along the way, she
meets men and women who challenge and provoke her
towards the change she genuinely hopes to find. But in the
end, she must still come face-to-face with herself. Hogarth
$25.

Provocative New Fiction
The Swans of Fifth Avenue
by Melanie Benjamin
Of all the glamorous stars of New York high society, none
blazes brighter than Babe Paley. But beneath this elegantly
composed exterior dwells a passionate woman desperately
longing for true love and connection. Enter Truman Capote.
This diminutive golden-haired genius with a larger-than-life
personality explodes onto the scene, setting Babe and her cir-
cle of Swans aflutter. Sure of the loyalty of the man she calls
True Heart, Babe never imagines the destruction Truman will
leave in his wake. Delacorte $28.

The Forgetting Time
by Sharon Guskin 
Noah wants to go home. A seemingly easy request from most
four year olds. But as Noah’s single-mother, Janie, knows,
nothing with Noah is ever easy. One day the pre-school
office calls and says Janie needs to come in to talk about
Noah, and no, not later, “now”—and life as she knows it
stops. Then Jerome Anderson enters their lives: a once shin-
ing star in academia who threw it all away because of an
obsession. An obsession to find something else—something
beyond our understanding. And with Noah, he thinks he’s
found it. Flatiron $25.99.

Ways to Disappear
by Idra Novey
Deep in gambling debt, Brazilian writer Beatriz Yagoda is
last seen holding a suitcase and a cigar and climbing into an
almond tree. She abruptly vanishes. Her American transla-
tor Emma hears the news and, against the wishes of her
boyfriend and Beatriz’s two grown children, flies immediate-
ly to Brazil. There, Emma and her author’s children conspire
to solve the mystery of Yagoda’s curious disappearance and
staunch the colorful demands of a rapacious loan shark with
a zeal for severing body parts. Little Brown $25.

The Queen of the Night
by Alexander Chee
Lilliet Berne is a sensation of the Paris Opera, a legendary
soprano with every accolade except an original role. When
one is finally offered to her, she realizes with alarm that the
libretto is based on a hidden piece of her past. Only four
could have betrayed her: one is dead, one loves her, one
wants to own her. And one, she hopes, never thinks of her at
all. The Queen of the Night follows Lilliet as she moves ever
closer to the truth behind the mysterious opera and the role
that could destroy her with the secrets it reveals. Houghton
Mifflin $28.
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Warrior Women
edited by Paula Guran
From fantastic legends and science fictional futures come
compelling tales of powerful women who fight for what they
believe in, for those they love, to simply survive, or who
glory in battle itself. Fierce or fearful, they are courageous
and honorable, occasionally unscrupulous and tainted, but
all warriors worthy of the name. Join bestselling authors,
Elizabeth Bear, Nancy Kress, George R. R. Martin,
Elizabeth Moon and many others as they celebrate the
strong female protagonist in what Publishers Weekly calls an
“epic anthology.” Prime $15.95.

The Immortals
by Jordanna Max Brodsky
The Relentless One, the Bearer of the Bow, the Untamed.
Those are only a few of the names Selene DiSilva’s
answered to over the years. But these days she’s content to
work in secret, defending the women of Manhattan from
the evils of men. She’s reclusive, stubborn, and deeply
unfriendly. But when a woman’s mutilated body washes up
in Riverside Park wearing a laurel wreath, Selene is forced
to embrace the one name she’s tried hardest to forget:
Artemis. For who better to follow the killer’s tangled trail
than the Goddess of the Hunt herself? Orbit $25.

Arcadia
by James Treadwell 
On a tiny archipelago out of sight of the rest of the world
lives Rory, a ten-year-old boy. He and his mother and a
handful of survivors live an exhausting and precarious exis-
tence, entirely isolated. The sea is alive, and angry. Every
man Rory can remember has been drowned. Everyone
knows he’ll be next. And then, one night, for the first time
since the world changed and the curse descended, strangers
appear on the island. They’re on their way to England,
seeking a powerful magic ring. And one of them seems to
know Rory by sight. Atria $17.

The Rising
by Ian Tregillis
Jax, a rogue Clakker, has wreaked havoc upon the
Clockmakers’ Guild by destroying the Grand Forge.
Reborn in the flames, he must begin his life as a free
Clakker, but liberation proves its own burden. Berenice, the
legendary spymaster of New France, has been banished
from her homeland and captured by the Clockmakers
Guild’s draconian secret police force. Meanwhile, Captain
Hugo Longchamp is faced with rallying the beleaguered
defenders of Marseilles-in-the-West for the inevitable
onslaught from the Brasswork Throne and its army of
mechanical soldiers. Orbit $16.99.

Exciting New Fantasy Best Fiction 
in Translation
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On the Edge by Raphael Chirbes
On the Edge opens with the discovery of a rotting corpse in
the marshes on the outskirts of Olba, Spain—a town wracked
by despair after the burst of the economic bubble. Stuck in
this town is Esteban: his factory bankrupt, his investments
stolen, and his unloved father, a mute invalid, his personal
burden. Chirbes alternates between a choir of voices and
third-person narration, injecting a profound lyricism and
offering hope that a new vitality can emerge from the
swamps. His rhythmic, torrential style marks the novel as an
indelible masterpiece. New Directions $18.95.

This Should Be Written in the 
Present Tense by Helle Helle 
In her first novel to be translated into English, Danish novelist
Helle introduces new readers to her strikingly spare and intro-
spective style. Dorte is twenty and adrift, pretending to study
literature at Copenhagen University. In reality she is riding
the trains and clocking up random encounters in her new
home by the railway tracks. She remembers her ex, the first
boyfriend she tells us about, and the first she leaves as she
enters a new world of transient relationships, random sexual
experiences and awkward attempts to write. Soft Skull $15.95.

I Am Your Judge 
by Nele Neuhaus 
Police Detective Pia Kirchhoff is about to leave on her long-
delayed honeymoon when she receives a phone call. An eld-
erly woman has been shot and killed while walking her dog.
A short while later another murder is committed and the
same weapon fired the shot. Two more murders follow in
short order. As fear of the Taunus Sniper grows among the
local residents, Detective Kirchhoff and her partner, Oliver
von Bodenstein, search for a suspect who appears to murder
at will. But as the investigation progresses, they uncover a
human tragedy. Minotaur $26.99.

Sudden Death
by Alvaro Enrigue
In this mind-bending, prismatic novel, worlds collide, time
coils, traditions break down. There are assassinations and
executions, hallucinogenic mushrooms, utopias, carnal
liaisons and papal dramas, artistic and religious revolutions,
love stories, war stories, and a tennis match that may decide
the fate of the world. A dazzlingly original voice and a post-
modern visionary, Alvaro Enrigue tells a grand adventure of
the dawn of the modern era in this short, powerful punch of
a novel. Game, set, match. Riverhead $27.95.



Hot New Picks in YA
Underwater
by Marisa Reichardt
Ever since the mass shooting at her California high school,
junior Morgan Grant has become increasingly agorapho-
bic until even the idea of stepping outside her door can
bring on a panic attack, a situation not made any easier by
the fact that her parents are divorced. But when Evan
moves in next door, she finds herself attracted to him and
begins to long for the life she has been missing. Underwater
is a powerful, hopeful debut novel about redemption,
recovery, facing your past, and moving on. Farrar, Straus,
& Giroux $17.99.

We Are the Ants
by Shaun David Hutchinson
Henry Denton is periodically abducted by aliens, and these
aliens one day give him a choice: The world will end in 144
days unless Henry says no. Only he isn’t sure he wants to.
Henry’s world is filled with loss and violence, an unsteady
home life, and a bullied school experience. Wiping the
slate clean sounds like a pretty good choice. But Henry is
also a scientist, and facing the question thoroughly and log-
ically, he looks for pros and cons to saving the world.
Which will he choose? Which would you choose? Simon
Pulse $17.99.

Up to This Pointe
by Jennifer Longo
Harper and her friend, Kate, have one goal: becoming pro-
fessional ballerinas, and she won’t let anything get in the
way. Harper is also related to Robert Falcon Scott, the
explorer who died racing Amundsen and Shackleton to the
South Pole. So when Harper’s life takes an unexpected
turn, she makes her way to Antarctica. It will take
Shackleton’s ghost—the explorer who didn’t make it to the
South Pole, but who saved his men—to teach her that
learning how to fail successfully can be more important
than success itself. Random House BYR $17.99.

Front Lines
by Michael Grant
From NYT bestselling author Michael Grant comes an
epic, genre-bending, transformative series that reimagines
World War II with female soldiers on the front lines. The
unproven American army is going up against the greatest
fighting force ever assembled, the armed forces of Nazi
Germany. Three daring young women sign up and will play
their parts in the war to defeat evil and save the human
race. And as the fate of the world hangs in the balance,
they will discover the roles that define them on the front
lines. Katherine Tegan $18.99.

The Memory of Light
by Francis X. Stork 
After her suicide attempt, Vicky wakes up in the Lakeview
Hospital Mental Disorders ward. There she meets Mona,
the live wire; Gabriel, the saint; E.M., always angry; and Dr.
Desai, a quiet force. These new friends push her to recon-
sider her life before Lakeview. But when Vick returns to the
life that drove her to suicide, she must find her own courage
and strength. Inspired by the author’s experience with
depression, this is a rare novel that focuses not on the
events leading up to a suicide attempt, but the recovery
from one. Arthur Levine $17.99.

The Dark Days Club
by Alison Goodman
NYT bestseller Alison Goodman’s eagerly awaited new
novel—a Regency adventure starring a stylish and intrepid
demon-hunter! London, 1812. Eighteen-year-old Lady
Helen Wrexhall is on the eve of her debut presentation at
the royal court of George III. But when one of her family’s
maids disappears, she is suddenly drawn into the shadows of
Regency London and a world of demons and conspiracy.
Can the scandalous Lord Carlston help her? And does she
have the strength to face the dangers of this hidden world
and her family’s legacy? Viking $18.99.

This is Where it Ends
by Marieke Nijkamp
10:00 am: The principal of Opportunity High School in
Alabama finishes her speech, welcoming the entire student
body to a new semester and encouraging them to excel and
achieve. 10:02 am: The students get up to leave the audito-
rium for their next class. 10:03 am: The auditorium doors
won’t open. 10:05 am: Someone starts shooting. This explo-
sive, emotional, page-turning debut about a high school
held hostage is told from the perspective of four teens—
each with their own reason to fear the boy with the gun.
Sourcebooks Fire $17.99.

This Raging Light
by Estelle Laure
Can the best thing happen at the worst time? Her dad went
crazy. Her mom left town. She has bills to pay and a little
sister to look after. Now is not the time for level-headed
seventeen-year-old Lucille to fall in love. But love—messy,
inconvenient love—is what she’s about to experience when
she falls for Digby Jones, her best friend’s brother. With
blazing longing that builds to a fever pitch, Estelle Laure’s
soulful debut will keep readers hooked and hoping until the
very last page. Harcourt Brace $17.99.
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You’re My Little Chickadee
by Sandra Magsamen
“You are my little chickadee. You mean everything in
the world to me!” Celebrate the spring with this cute,
tactile board book by Sandra Magsamen, whose books
have sold more than 2 million copies! You’re My Little
Chickadee is the perfect book for welcoming the chang-
ing seasons or tucking into an Easter basket. Featuring
sturdy board book pages and a soft felt feather that
adds interactivity to every page, Chickadee invites you
to share your love with your little ones again and again.
LB Kids $7.99. Ages 0-3.

My First Book of Colors
by Scholastic
With vivid photography and see-through, color-mixing
windows, My First Book of Colors provides a great
introduction to colors for young children! Each page of
this brilliant book features a different hue. By turning
the transparent pages, children can see how colors mix
together to make new colors. There are bright pictures
and simple labels throughout, which also teach first
words. A perfect Valentine’s, springtime, or Easter gift!
Scholastic $6.99. Ages 0-3.

Love Monster and the 
Last Chocolate
by Rachel Bright
When Love Monster comes home from vacation, he
discovers a box of chocolates on his doorstep. He
knows he should share it with his friends, but what if
there’s none left for him after everyone has a piece?
What if they take his favorite—the double chocolate
strawberry swirl? And even worse—what if the only
piece left is the coffee-flavored one? Ick! In the end,
Love Monster learns that sharing with friends is the
sweetest treat of all. Farrar, Straus, & Giroux BYR
$17.99. Ages 2-5.

Bunny Dreams
by Peter McCarty
In bunny dreams, anything can happen. A bunny
might know the ABCs, or count by 1-2-3s. A bunny
might find the perfect carrot. A bunny might hop,
hop, hop… or even fly! But every bunny needs a cozy
place to rest. This is the perfect bedtime book for
bunnies everywhere from Peter McCarty, Caldecott
Honor winner, and two-time recipient of NYT’s Best
Illustrated Book of the Year. Happy dreaming!
Henry Holt & Co. $16.99. Ages 4-8.

The Red Hat 
by David Teague
A heartwarming tale of a boy who must overcome the
Wind to meet the girl who moves next door—perfect for
Valentine’s Day. Billy Hightower spends his whole life
alone in a skyscraper high above a big city. Then one day,
a skyscraper is built next door and a girl moves in. Could
she be a friend? Billy tries reaching out to her, but each
time the wily Wind gets in his way! Can Billy find a way to
outsmart the Wind and make a new friend, or will he be
swept away? Disney-Hyperion $16.99. Ages 3-5.

Hedgehugs
by Steve Wilson
What’s cuter than a pair of hedgehogs? A pair of hedge-
hogs in socks! Horace and Hattie are the very best of
friends. Together, they make daisy chains, splash in pud-
dles, and have tea parties. But there is one thing they
can’t do—hug! They are just too spiky. Throughout the
seasons, these two hedgehogs will try many different
ways to hug. But will Horace and Hattie find a hug that
feels just right? Henry Holt & Co. $16.99. Ages 4-8.

Ballet Cat: 
Dance, Dance, Underpants! 
by Bob Shea
Ballet Cat is getting her friend Butter Bear ready for her
big ballet debut. But as Ballet Cat keeps pushing, Butter
Bear gets hungry, then thirsty, then sleepy…. The bot-
tom line is that Butter Bear would rather do almost any-
thing to avoid making a big leap. Why? Because her bot-
tom is covered in silly underpants! This second entry in
the Ballet Cat series will have beginning readers rolling
on the floor with laughter. Disney-Hyperion $9.99. Ages
6-8. Avail. 2/2

Bad Kitty Goes to the Vet 
by Nick Bruel
Bad Kitty is sick, and it looks like it’s time to go to the
vet. When Kitty’s family finally manages to get their
clawing, angry pet into the doctor’s office, it’s a wild
adventure for Kitty, who has to get the most dreaded
thing of all... a shot. This new installment of the popular
Bad Kitty series is chock-full of brilliant supporting char-
acters and, of course, the crankiest bad kitty you’ve ever
seen. Full of fun black and white illustrations, this is a
wonderful early chapter book! Roaring Brook Press
$13.99. Ages 7-10.
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The Night Parade by Kathryn Tanquary
Bored thirteen-year-old Saki Yamamoto is spending her
summer at her grandmother’s house in the Japanese
countryside. In an attempt to impress the local kids in the
family graveyard, Saki unintentionally invokes a death
curse. Now, the most terrible summer of her life could be
her last. To remove the curse, Saki enters the dangerous
spirit world of the Night Parade, where she accepts har-
rowing challenges in attempts to free herself. But will the
death curse will catch up with her first? Sourcebooks
Jaberwocky $16.99. Ages 10-14.

The Cat Who Came in Off the Roof
by Annie Schmidt
An act of kindness brings shy reporter Mr. Tibble into
contact with the unusual Miss Minou. Eccentric Mr.
Tibble only writes stories about cats, and is surprised by
Miss Minou’s uncanny ability to get local information
from her feline friends. Tibble wonders how she does it;
it’s almost as if she’s a cat herself. But how can that be?
In the tradition of The Cricket in Times Square comes this
charming Dutch classic about courage, friendship, and
what it really means to be human. Delacorte Books for
Young Readers $14.99. Ages 10+.

Stars Above: A Lunar Chronicles
Collection by Marissa Meyer
The universe of the Lunar Chronicles holds stories—and
secrets—that are wondrous, vicious, and romantic. How
did Cinder first arrive in New Beijing? How did the
brooding soldier Wolf transform from young man to
killer? When did Princess Winter and the palace guard
Jacin realize their destinies? With nine stories and an
exclusive excerpt from Marissa Meyer’s upcoming novel,
Heartless, Stars Above is essential for fans of the best-
selling and beloved Lunar Chronicles. Feiwel and Friends
$17.99. Ages 12-18. Avail 2/2

Anna and the Swallow Man
by Gavriel Savit
Kraków, 1939. A million marching soldiers and a thou-
sand barking dogs. Anna Lania is just seven years old
when the Germans take her father, leaving her alone. And
then she meets the mysterious Swallow Man, a skilled
deceiver with magic up his sleeve, who summons a beauti-
ful swallow to comfort her. Anna follows him into the
wilderness where they dodge bombs, tame soldiers, and
even make a friend. But in a world gone mad, everything
can prove dangerous. Even the Swallow Man. Knopf
Books for Young Readers $17.99. Ages 12+.

Kids, Tweens, and Teens
The Honest Truth
by Dan Gemeinhart
In all the ways that matter, Mark is a normal kid. He’s got
a dog and a best friend. He likes to take photos and write
haiku. He dreams of climbing a mountain. But Mark is
sick—the kind of sick some people never get better from.
So Mark runs away with his camera, his notebook, his dog,
and a plan to reach the top of Mount Rainier, even if it’s the
last thing he ever does. The Honest Truth is an extraordinary
novel about big questions, small moments, and one incred-
ible journey. Scholastic $6.99. Ages 8-12.

Alistair Grim’s Odd Aquaticum
by Gregory Funaro
When Grubb entered the wondrous world of the
Odditorium, his life changed forever. He is apprenticed to
the mechanical marvel’s strange proprietor, Alistair Grim,
who is viewed throughout England as a villain. Prince
Nightshade is the real villain, however—a wicked necro-
mancer who wants the Odditorium’s power source for him-
self. With the prince hot on their trail, Grim, Grubb, and
the rest of the crew journey to Avalon to find Excalibur, the
only weapon capable of defeating Nightshade. Disney-
Hyperion $16.99. Ages 8-12.

The Door by the Staircase
by Katherine Marsh
Twelve-year-old orphan Mary Hayes hates the Buffalo
Asylum for Young Ladies. So she is excited to be adopted by
a mysterious woman named Madame Z, who brings her home
and gives her a hearty meal, a new nightgown, and a soft bed
piled with blankets. Mary can hardly believe her luck! But
when she explores the nearby town with the help of her new
friend Jacob, Mary learns a terrifying secret about Madame
Z. And if she’s not careful, her new home might become a
nightmare. Disney-Hyperion $16.99. Ages 8-12.

When Mischief Came to Town
by Katrina Nanestad
In the tradition of Anne of Green Gables and Pippi
Longstocking comes a heart-warming novel about love, fam-
ily, grief, joy, and the power of laughter and imagination.
Inge Maria moves to the tiny island of Bornholm in
Denmark to live with her grandmother. But her grandmoth-
er is stern, the island residents strange, and children are
supposed to be silent. No matter how hard Inge tries to be
good, mischief finds her. But maybe that’s exactly what
Grandmother and the people of Bornholm need. Harcourt
Brace & Co. $16.99. Ages 10-12.
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Descent
by Tim Johnston
The Rocky Mountains have cast their spell over the
Courtlands, who are taking a family vacation before their
daughter leaves for college. But when Caitlin disappears
during an early morning run with her brother, Sean, the
mountains become as terrifying as they are majestic.
Written with a precision that captures every emotion, every
moment of fear, as each member of the family searches for
answers, Descent races like an avalanche toward its heart-
pounding conclusion. Algonquin $15.95.

About Grace 
by Anthony Doerr
Sometimes David Winkler sees things before they hap-
pen—a man carrying a hatbox will be hit by a bus; Winkler
will fall in love with a woman in a supermarket. When he
dreams of his daughter’s death, he comes undone. David
travels thousands of miles, fleeing his family and his future,
where he is sheltered by a couple with a daughter of their
own. Ultimately it is she who will pull him back into the
world, to search for the people he left behind. Full of com-
passion and beauty, About Grace is heartbreaking, radiant,
and astonishingly accomplished. Scribner $16.

The Darkest Part of the Forest 
by Holly Black
In the woods is a glass coffin. It rests on the ground, and in it
sleeps a boy with horns on his head and ears as pointed as
knives.... Hazel and her brother, Ben, live in Fairfold, where
humans and the Folk exist side by side. They spend their
childhoods telling stories about the horned boy, that he is a
prince and they are knights, pretending their prince would
be different from the other faeries, the ones who are cruel
and lurk in the shadows. But as Hazel grows up, she puts
aside those stories, because the boy will never wake. Until
one day, he does…. Little, Brown for YR $10.99.

We Should Hang Out Sometime
by Josh Sundquist
Paralympic ski racer, YouTube star, and motivational speaker
Josh Sundquist shares this always-funny, sometimes-awkward
memoir featuring his teenage misadventures in dating. He con-
ducts a semiscientific investigation of his past attempts, asking
former dates what went wrong. This book is a collection of
those results. From a disastrous Putt-Putt date involving a pros-
thetic foot to his introduction to Close Fast Dancing, this story
is about looking for love—or at least a girlfriend—in all the
wrong places. Poignant, relatable, and totally hilarious! Little,
Brown for YR $10.99.

The Buried Giant 
by Kazuo Ishiguro
From the Booker Prize-winning author of The Remains of
the Day comes an extraordinary novel set in the haunting
terrain of medieval England, populated with ogres and
dragons, and centered on Axl and Beatrice—two quietly
determined travelers driven by love and loss. As they set off
to find a son they can scarcely remember, they come to
rediscover the forgotten corners of their love for each other.
By turns savage, mysterious, and intensely moving, Kazuo
Ishiguro’s story is one about forgetting and memory—a tale
of love, vengeance, and war. Vintage $16.

Get in Trouble
by Kelly Link
The first new collection in almost a decade from a bewitch-
ingly original writer hailed by Michael Chabon as “the most
darkly playful voice in American fiction.” Kelly Link creates
brilliantly detailed, layered fictional worlds pulsing with
their own energy and life. The situations are at first glance
fantastical, but the emotional insights are piercing and the
characters vividly real. Funny, uncanny, always deeply mov-
ing, these stories demonstrate a writer of wondrous gifts
operating at the height of her powers. Random House $16.
Avail. 2/9

God Help the Child
by Toni Morrison
Bride, the daughter of light-skinned parents, was inexpli-
cably born with blue-black skin. Her color caused her
mother to deny her even the simplest forms of love.
Desperate to win her mother’s attention, Bride testifies in
court against an innocent woman named Sofia Huxley.
Though later Bride attempts to make amends with Sofia,
her life falls apart, and she mysteriously grows younger.
Throughout is the voice of Bride’s mother, who finally
understands that “what you do to children matters. And
they might never forget.” Vintage $14.95.
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I have learned not to worry
about love; but to honor its
coming with all my heart.

– Alice Walker



The Science of Humans Exploring Our History

Fun for Foodies

Cure
by Jo Marchant
A skeptical, rigorous look at the science behind the mind’s
ability to heal the body. In Cure: A Journey into the Science of
Mind over Body, Jo Marchant combines research and inter-
views to explore this new world of medicine. We learn how
meditation protects against dementia, how social connections
increase life expectancy, and how patients who feel cared for
recover from surgery faster. Marchant explores the potential
of the mind’s ability to heal and explains how we can make use
of the findings in our own lives. Crown $26.

Cosmosapiens
by John Hands
In Cosmosapiens: How We are Evolving from the Origin of the
Universe, John Hands compiles and evaluates the theories and
evidence about origins and evolution, differentiating the estab-
lished from the speculative. He examines the claims of various
fields such as string theory to approach a unified theory of
everything. His striking analysis reveals underlying patterns of
cooperation, complexity, and convergence that lead to the
unique emergence in humans of an ability to determine our
future evolution. Overlook $39.95. Avail 2/16

NeuroLogic
by Eliezer Sternberg
From bizarre dreams to schizophrenia, the brain is responsible
for a diverse spectrum of strange thoughts and behaviors.
These phenomena are often seen as “crazy,” but what if they
were planned and logical? NeuroLogic: The Brain’s Hidden
Rationale Behind Our Irrational explores the brain’s internal
system of reasoning. From sleepwalking murderers to conta-
gious yawning, Dr. Sternberg explores the patterns the brain
uses to interpret the world, providing insight into mental ill-
ness and supernatural experience while shedding light on the
hidden parts of ourselves. Pantheon $28.95.

Why We Snap
by Douglas Fields
According to R. Douglas Fields, PhD, we all have a rage circuit
we can’t fully control once it is engaged. He posits that our cul-
ture’s understanding of the problem is based on the erroneous
assumption that rage attacks are the product of morally or
mentally defective individuals, rather than a capacity that we
all possess. Fields identifies and examines nine rage triggers in
Why We Snap: Understanding the Rage Circuit in Your Brain and
uncovers the biological roots of the response and how we can
protect ourselves—and others. Dutton $27.95.

Agincourt
by Ranulph Fiennes
In October 1415, on a French hillside near the village of
Agincourt, eight men prepared for battle; four fought for the
English, four for the French. All were ancestors of Sir Ranulph
Fiennes, who explains the roles of his relatives through the
centuries of turbulent Anglo-French history that led up to
Agincourt. He uses his experience as expedition leader and
soldier to give fascinating detail on battle plans, weaponry, and
human drama, providing a gripping evocation of one of the
bloodiest periods of medieval history. Pegasus $26.95.

The Gates of Europe: 
A History of Ukraine
by Serhi Plokhy
Ukraine is currently embroiled in a fight with Russia to preserve
its territorial integrity and political independence. But today’s
conflict is only the latest in a long history of similar battles.
Historian Serhii Plokhy examines Ukraine’s past to shed light on
its present and future. He explains that today’s crisis is history
repeating itself, as Ukraine once again finds itself in the center
of the battle of global proportions. An authoritative history,
Plokhy provides a unique insight into the origins of the most
dangerous international crisis since the Cold War. Basic $29.99.

In Winter’s Kitchen
by Beth Dooley
In the national conversation about sustainable and equitable
food, the huge portion of our population who live where the soil
freezes hard for months of the year feel like they’re left out in
the cold. But Beth Dooley reveals how a food movement with
deep roots in the Heartland isn’t only thriving, it’s presenting
solutions that could feed a country, rather than just a smattering
of neighborhoods. Using the story of one Thanksgiving meal,
Dooley discovers that a locally-sourced winter diet is more than
a possibility: it can be delicious. Milkweed $25.

Dining with the Famous and Infamous
by Fiona Ross
Come along on this entertaining journey among the palates,
the plates, and the preferences of celebrities, stars, and notori-
ous public figures. Including recipes and stories of those who
cooked, ordered, or ate them, Ross invites you to taste the culi-
nary secret lives of people like Alfred Hitchcock, the Beatles,
Frank Sinatra, Liz Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, and Woody Allen
among many others. Who wouldn’t want to sit at the table of
their favorite film star, writer, artist, or warlock and taste a
piece of their lives? Rowan & Littlefield $36.
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Drawing Blood
by Molly Crabapple
Molly Crabapple is an artist and witness journalist who
has traveled to Europe and the Near East, Wall Street,
Guantanamo, Syria, Rikers Island, and the labor camps of
Abu Dhabi, modeling, dancing, drawing, and creating
illustrations of what she observes. Using both words and
artwork, she has become one of the most galvanizing voic-
es on the cultural stage. Now, with the same blend of tal-
ents, Molly offers her own story: an unforgettable memoir
of artistic exploration, political awakening, and personal
transformation. Harper $29.99.

Pedaling the Sacrifice Zone
by Jimmy Guignard
Right now, as many as 100,000 natural gas wells are being
drilled into the Marcellus Shale in Pennsylvania. Living
above the shale, cyclist and English professor Jimmy
Guignard grapples with the meaning of place and the
power of words as he watches his rural landscape be
transformed into an industrial sacrifice zone. Juggling his
roles as disinterested professor, anxious father and citi-
zen, and reluctant activist, he reveals how the rhetoric of
industry, politicians, and locals reshaped his understand-
ing of teaching and his faith in the force of language.
Texas A&M $24.95.

My Father, the Pornographer
by Chris Offut
When Andrew Offutt died, his son Chris inherited a desk,
a rifle, and 1,800 pounds of porn. Andrew was the king of
20th century smut, a career that began as a strategy to pay
for his son’s orthodontic needs. But the more he wrote,
the more intense he became, and the more difficult it was
for his children to penetrate his world. Upon his death,
Chris finally began to come to grips with the man he never
understood. See why the NYT Book Review says, “Offut’s
obvious kin are Richard Ford, Tobias Wolff, and Ernest
Hemingway.” Atria $26. Avail 2/9

Poor Your Soul
by Mira Ptacin
At twenty-eight, Mira Ptacin discovered she was pregnant.
But five months later, she learned her child would be born
with a constellation of birth defects and no chance of 
survival. Mira was given three options: terminate the preg-
nancy, induce early delivery, or wait and miscarry. Mira’s
story is paired her mother’s, a Polish immigrant whose
only son was killed by a drunk driver. These deftly inter-
woven stories offer a picture of mother and daughter find-
ing strength in themselves and each other in the face of
tragedy. Soho $26.

No Baggage
by Clara Bensen
Newly recovered from a quarter-life meltdown, Clara
Bensen signs up for online dating and meets Jeff, an ener-
getic university professor fond of bucking convention. They
agree to a risky travel experiment spanning eight countries
and three weeks. The catch? No hotel reservations, no plans,
and no baggage. No Baggage: A Minimalist Tale of Love and
Wandering is a romance, a travelogue, and a bright take on
age-old questions: How do you find the courage to explore
beyond your comfort zone? And is it possible to truly leave
your baggage behind? Running Press $26.

Catching the Sky
by Colten Moore
Hailing from generations of Texas ranchers, brothers Colton
and Caleb Moore eschewed their expected paths and became
stars on the freestyle ATV and snowmobile circuits. Catching
the Sky is a clear-eyed look at extreme sports, what drives peo-
ple to take wild chances, and how one man, Colten, couldn’t
stop even after the worst possible outcome. His story reminds
us that we can sometimes achieve the impossible, that we can
follow our own path, and that we can lose everything, only to
find it again in the most unlikely places. Atria $26.

A Thousand Naked Strangers
by Kevin Hazzard
In the aftermath of 9/11, reporter Kevin Hazzard felt that
something was missing—his days were too safe, too routine.
So he signed up for medical training and became an EMT
running calls in the worst sections of Atlanta. His life
became filled with blood, violence, and amazing grace, and
in his downtime, Kevin reflected on how people’s facades
drop away when catastrophe strikes. A journey of self-dis-
covery, Kevin’s story reminds us of life’s fragile beauty while
being filled with laugh-out-loud moments that keep us smil-
ing through the worst. Scribner $25.

Compelling Memoirs
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OCTAVIA BOOKS SCIENCE FICTION BOOK CLUB
Second Saturday at 10:30 am

Saturday, February 13, 10:30 am
The Love We Share Without Knowing
by Christopher Barzak 
In this haunting, richly woven novel of modern life in
Japan, Barzak explores the ties that bind humanity
across the deepest divides. Here is a Murakamiesque
jewel box of intertwined narratives in which the lives of

several strangers are gently linked through love, loss, and fate. From
the neon colors of Tokyo, with its game centers and karaoke bars, to
the bamboo groves and hidden shrines of the countryside, these souls
and others mingle, revealing a profound tale of connection—uncov-
ering the love we share without knowing. Bantam $15.

Saturday, March 12, 10:30 am
Elysium by Jennifer Marie Brissett
A computer program etched into the atmosphere has
a story to tell, the story of two people, of a city lost to
chaos, of survival and love. The program’s data, how-
ever, has been corrupted. As the novel’s characters
struggle to survive apocalypse, they are sustained and

challenged by the demands of love in a shattered world both haunt-
ed and dangerous. Aquaduct $18.

OCTAVIA BOOKS BOOK CLUB
Third Saturday at 10:30 am

Saturday, February 20, 10:30 am
The Marauders by Tom Cooper
When the BP oil spill devastates the Gulf coast, those
who made a living by shrimping find themselves in
dire straits. For the oddballs and lowlifes who inhabit
the sleepy, working class bayou town of Jeannette,
these desperate circumstances serve as the catalyst to

enact whatever risky schemes they can dream up. At the center of it
all is Gus Lindquist, a pill-addicted, one-armed treasure hunter
obsessed with finding the lost treasure of pirate Jean Lafitte. His
quest brings him into contact with a wide array of memorable char-
acters. Broadway $15.

Saturday, March 19, 10:30 am
Land of Love and Drowning by Tiphanie Yanique
In the early 1900s, the Virgin Islands are transferred
from Danish to American rule, and an important ship
sinks in the Caribbean Sea. Orphaned by the ship-
wreck are two sisters and their half-brother, now
faced with an uncertain identity and future. Each of

them is unusually beautiful, and each is in possession of a particular
magic that will either sink or save them. Riverhead $16.

COME JOIN THE CONVERSATION!

— continued from back page —

Upcoming Events at Octavia Books

EMILIE BAHR
Urban Revolutions
Tuesday, March 1, 6 pm
Emilie Bahr draws on her
own experience as an every-
day cyclist and a transporta-
tion planner in New Orleans
to demystify urban bicycling
in this visually-compelling

and fun-to-read field guide. What does it
mean for a city to be bike-friendly and safe?
What makes bicycling a women’s issue? What
is the most fun you can possibly have on two
wheels without having to become an athlete?
Find out in Urban Revolutions: A Woman’s
Guide to Two-Wheeled Transportation and
welcome Emilie! Microcosm $14.95.

ANNE BOYD
RIOUX
Constance Fenimore
Wollson
Miss Grief and 
Other Stories
Thursday, March 3, 6 pm
Biographer and scholar
Anne Boyd Rioux joins us
for the launch of two
books, her new biography,
Constance Fenimore Wollson:
Portrait of a Lady Novelist,
and Miss Grief and Other
Stories: a collection of
Wollson’s short fiction.

Wollson, compared in her day to Jane Austen
and the Bronte sisters, is an important and
unjustly forgotten voice in 19th-century litera-
ture. Come find out why! Norton $32.95;
$15.95.

MARLENE
TRESTMAN
Fair Labor Lawyer
Wednesday, March 9, 6 pm
In Fair Labor Lawyer: The
Remarkable Life of New
Deal Attorney and Supreme
Court Advocate Bessie

Margolin, Marlene Trestman details the life of
a remarkable woman who shaped modern
American labor policy while creating a place
for female lawyers in the nation’s highest
courts. Former law instructor at Loyola
University of Maryland’s Sellinger School of
Business & Management and a New Orleans
native, Trestman had a personal relationship
with Margolin that grew from common child-
hood experiences. LSU $39.95.

TRAVIS SMITH
Indie Darling
Thursday, March 10, 6 pm
Travis Smith launches his
new novella. Noah Seymour
has a second chance, having
been ambushed by Bands
Back Together, a reality TV
show that reunites once-pop-

ular bands for a televised concert. Pondering
whether to take the stage again, Noah day-
dreams about his past in The Vows: his first
tour (a disaster), his first album (nominated
for a Grammy), his first love (a fellow musi-
cian already in a relationship), and his final
betrayal. 

ROBERTA
KAPLAN
Then Comes Marriage
Sunday, March 13, 2pm 
Temple Sinai
6227 St. Charles Avenue
In this gripping, definitive
account of one of our

nation’s most significant civil rights victories,
litigator Kaplan describes her defeat of
DOMA in U.S. vs. Windsor. She shares the
behind-the-scenes highs and lows, the excite-
ment and the worries, and provides intriguing
insights into her historic argument before the
Supreme Court. A critical and previously
untold part of the narrative is Kaplan’s own
personal story, including her struggle for self-
acceptance in order to create a loving family
of her own. Norton $27.95.

BAZ
DREISINGER
Incarceration Nations
Monday, March 28, 6 pm
Beginning in Africa and
ending in Europe,
Incarceration Nations: A
Journey to Justice in Prisons

Around the World is a first-person odyssey
through the world’s prison systems.
Professor, journalist, and founder of the
Prison-to-College-Pipeline, Dreisinger looks
into the human stories of incarcerated men
and women and those who imprison them,
creating a jarring, poignant view of a world to
which most are denied access, and are think-
ing of one of America’s most far-reaching
global exports: the modern prison complex.
Other Press $27.95.
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CRAIG WERNER AND DOUG BRADLEY
We Gotta Get Outta This Place
Monday, February 22, 6 pm
Named by Rolling Stone as the best book about music in 2015,
We Gotta Get Out of This Place: The Soundtrack of the Vietnam
War is chock full of materials that present multi-voiced memo-
ries of how popular music related to the experiences of
American GIs in and after the Vietnam War. The book will

appeal to veterans, obviously, but students and fans of popular music history, the
history of the 1960s, and the history of war will also find it an engaging and
worthwhile read. University of Massachusetts $26.95.

MARISA MARCHETTO
Ann Tenna
Tuesday, February 23, 6 pm
Marchetto is known for both her cartoons in the New Yorker
and for a deeply affecting graphic memoir. Her new graphic
novel tells the story of a media-obsessed NYC gossip colum-
nist, founder of a Gawker-like website called Eyemauler. She
trash-talks live from Ann Cams embedded in her powder

compact and in a baguette in her Fendi bag, and despite how awful she is, is
constantly beset by a crowd of sycophants. After a near-fatal traffic accident,
she ascends to the astral plane, where she meets her eternal self and spirit
guide. Knopf $30.

LAURA MULLEN
Complicated Grief
Wednesday, February 24, 6 pm
Of poet Laura Mullen’s new essay/memoir/poetry collection,
Nick Flynn said, “One of the deep pleasures of this book is to
be in the presence of a mind fully alive to the contradictions of
what it is to be a sentient being, thinking and feeling while
simultaneously thinking of feeling.” Come be in that presence
with us. Solid Objects $18.

TAYLOR BROWN
Fallen Land
Thursday, February 25, 6 pm
Taylor Brown presents his debut novel. Set in the final year of
the Civil War, a young couple on horseback flees a dangerous
band of marauders who seek a bounty reward. Callum, a sea-
soned horse thief at fifteen years old, came to America from his
native Ireland as an orphan. Ava, her father and brother lost to

the war, hides in her crumbling home until Callum determines to rescue her. Ava
and Callum have only each other in the world and their remarkable horse, Reiver,
who carries them through the destruction that is the South. St. Martin’s $25.99.

MARY ARNO
Thanksgiving
Monday, February 29, 6 pm
New Orleans, Summer 1965: Nancy Drew, the Beatles,
Hurricane Betsy. For four young people, it is a time for sailing
lessons, clandestine cigarettes, facts of life, and guilty secrets.
Thanksgiving slowly reveals the adult ugliness festering beneath
the summer idylls of childhood. Author Mary Arno joins us to
present her novel of memory and coming-of-age. Koehler $24.95.

VERN BAXTER AND PAM JENKINS
Left to Chance
Monday, February 1, 6 pm
Left to Chance: Hurricane Katrina and the Story of Two New
Orleans Neighborhoods takes us into two African-American
neighborhoods in New Orleans to learn how their residents
have experienced Miss Katrina and the long road back to nor-
mal life. The authors spent several years gathering firsthand
accounts of the flooding, the rushed evacuations that turned

into weeks- and months-long exile, and the often confusing and exhausting
process of rebuilding damaged homes in a city whose local government had all but
failed. Come hear the authors discuss this important study. University of Texas
$24.95.

SUNIL YAPA
Your Heart is a Muscle the Size of Your Fist
Friday, February 12, 6 pm
Meet Sunil Yapa, author of this remarkable new book (featured
on the cover of this issue of the newsletter!).

MELANIE BENJAMIN
The Swans of Fifth Avenue
Tuesday, February 16, 6 pm
Check out page 3 of this newsletter to learn about this provoca-
tive novel about the celebrity clique around Truman Capote in
the late 60s, and then head to Octavia on Feb. 16th to hear the
author read.

MARY FRANCES BERRY
Five Dollars and a Pork Chop
Wednesday, February 17, 6 pm
Professor and former chair of the U.S. Commission on Human
Rights, Mary Frances Berry shares with us her timely and nonparti-
san book on voter manipulation and electoral corruption and the
importance of stimulating voter turnout and participation. In Five
Dollars and a Pork Chop Sandwich: Vote Buying and the Corruption
of Democracy, Berry focuses on forms of corruption including vote
buying, vote hauling, the abuse of absentee ballots, and other illegal
practices by candidates and their middlemen, often in collusion with
local election officials. Beacon $24.95.

KATY SIMPSON SMITH
Free Men
Thursday, February 18, 6 pm
Join us in celebrating  the release of this second novel by one of
our favorite local authors. In 1788, three men converge in what
is now Alabama: an emotionally scarred white man from South
Carolina, a talkative black man fleeing slavery on a Pensacola
sugar plantation, and a Creek Indian edged out of his town’s

leadership. In the few days they spend together, the makeshift trio commits a
shocking murder. Sent to pick up their trail, French tracker Le Clerc must decide
to pursue swift justice or his own curiosity about how three such disparate, des-
perate men could act in unison. Join us in welcoming local favorite Katy Simpson
Smith. Harper $26.99.

— continued on page 11 —


